an i-block. Let d denote the distance spanned by this access; then d + 2 2 2 i (the d + 2 takes account of the possible additional shift by 2 due to a delete operation). Following the analysis of Section 4, the cost of this access is bounded by: X 1 h i (4e 0 +9)gp (2 h+1 +3)+vp+2c h]+2(i+1) 4 c 5 d 5 (a 3 +2b 3 +vp+2c) 2 +p 1 +a 2 +b 2 +2vp+64(2 i +2i)
The term (2 h+1 + 3) re ects the increased maximum rank on the boundary of an h-block. The cost is bounded by cost i = 9; 000 2 i + 10 16 (i + 1) 4 + 10 16 . In turn this is bounded by 9; 000 log(d + 2) + 10 16 (log log(d + 2) + 1) 4 + 10 16 .
The last step in the analysis is to account for a series of accesses which each shift a small distance, but cummulatively shift a large distance and cause a high index block boundary to be crossed. Clearly a simple amortization can handle this; we specify this precisely next. Suppose the current access is at distance d from the previous access, where 2 2 i d +2 < 2 2 i+1 . Then potential 2cost i 5 2?h is provided to the (i + h)-block to which the previously accessed item belongs, for h 0. Consider a maximal sequence S j of accesses to a j -block, B j , and the access immediately following it. The distance spanned by these accesses is at least 2 2 j ? 2, for otherwise the accesses would all be in adjacent (j ? 1)-blocks and hence in the same jblock (because of our combining rule). We determine the contribution made by these accesses to B j and show that it is at least cost j . The contribution by an access of length d, where 2 2 j?h d + 2 < 2 2 j?h+1 is 2cost j?h 5 2?h 2cost j 5 2?2h . The total contribution is minimized when each d takes on the maximal value consistent with a given contribution; this yields a total contribution of the form P l 2cost j 5 2?2h l , where P l 2 2 j?h l +1 ?3] 2 2 j ?2; by inspection, the contribution is minimized with h l = 2, when it totals at least cost j .
The additional charge for each operation is 25 2 cost i , where 2 2 i d + 2 < 2 2 i+1 . We have shown:
Theorem 4 The extension of the Dynamic Finger Conjecture to incorporate the insert and delete operations is true, when the delete is modi ed as described above. The amortized cost of an access at distance d from the previous access is bounded by 150; 000 log(d + 2) + 10 18 (log log(d + 2) + 1) 4 + 10 18 .
predecessor of e immediately prior to its removal (by this, we intend the item reached from e by following a left pointer and then right pointers); this item was the second predecessor of e before the deletion was begun. There is an exception: if e has no children, then the splay is performed on its parent. It is convenient, for our analysis, to remove item e after the splay operation, although the alternate approach can be handled with some care (this does change the structure of the resulting tree, however). The reason why splaying the item chosen by Sleator and Tarjan might not be desirable is that this item need not be close to the item deleted (close in the sense of proximity within the ordering of items stored in the splay tree); but then this corresponds to moving the nger substantially, which may not be justi ed by the operation at hand. Also, from the perspective of the analysis of this paper, considerable problems could arise with the potential, leading to costs similar to those faced in a partition operation.
There is an unpleasing assymmetry to the operation described above. An alternate implementation is to perform two splays, in turn on the predecessor and successor of the item, e, to be deleted; then e is deleted | it is the right child of the left child of the root of the splay tree and has no children at this point. The accesses are analyzed as before and the deletion can only reduce the potentials associated with the various blocks. The unattractive feature here is that two searches and two splays are needed. Now, we analyze the rst implementation of the delete operation. The access is analyzed as before. The only novel feature is the elimination of an item, which may add nodes to the extreme path of the blocks to which the item belongs and thereby increase the potential of the splay tree; but this e ect can arise only if the item in question is an extreme item in its block. In fact, at the time item e is deleted it is childless, so no nodes are added to the extreme paths of any blocks; indeed, the removal of e can only shorten these paths, thereby reducing the potential. So the cost of a deletion is at most c 1 plus the cost of an access at distance d + 2.
It remains to deal with nearby accesses that straddle a block boundary. First we explain how to form sequences of accesses. Consider the i-blocks. The accesses are partitioned into maximal subsequences S i of accesses to pairs of neighboring i-blocks. Whenever an i-block is partitioned or combined a new sequence is started.
It may be that a particular sequence S i accesses only one i-block. But suppose that S i accesses two neighboring i-blocks, B 0 1 and B 0 2 . If they are contained in distinct i-superblocks, B 1 and B 2 , respectively, then at the start of the sequence S i , B 1 and B 2 are combined into isuperblock B; at the end of the sequence B is split into B 1 and B 2 with the new boundary being between B 0 1 and B 0 2 , as before. B 0 1 and B 0 2 still exist at this point in time for no partition or combine of these blocks has been caused by their becoming too large or small during sequence S i , although they may have been combined and partitioned because of accesses straddling neighboring (i ? 1)-blocks. As before the cost of the combine is zero. The cost of the split is modest, because the most recent accesses to the combined B 1 and B 2 are to adjacent i-blocks B 0 1 and B 0 2 . We need only provide the following potentials: chain potential for up to three new chains, which costs at most 18c 2(i + 1) + 2 i+2 ] + 3c, and the the (i + 1)-global potential for the new root of an i-superblock, which costs at most (2 i+1 + 3) gp. There are no i-global nodes whose potential needs increasing.
The subsequence S i is further partitioned, so that all the accesses in each new subsequence are to the same block. Suppose the i-blocks B 0 1 and B 0 2 are not combined for some pair of accesses of S i which straddle the boundary between i-superblocks B 1 and B 2 ; this implies these two accesses are to non-neighboring i-subblocks. So an access to a non-neighboring (i ? 1)-block, i.e., an access at distance at least 2 2 i , may start a new i-sequence of accesses to
We determine the cost of the combine and partition operations on an i-superblock. When performing a partition we have the following costs. Each global node on the two extreme paths between the new superblocks has its rank raised to log 2K , where K = 2 log b i+1 . This costs up to 4 2 2 i+1 (2 i+1 + 3) gp. In addition, a path potential has to be provided for up to four new chains: these are the chains starting and ending at the node that has newly become the root of an i-superblock, chains which are also parts of the extreme paths of i-superblocks. An i-superblock contains at most 4 i+1 2 2 i+2 items. So a chain can contain at most one fewer items, and hence the cost of the new chains is at most 24c 2(i + 1) + 2 i+2 ] + 4c (see Section 2). In addition, on the new chains, the i-global nodes may need to be provided with an extra zig-zag potential of c units each, if they are not adjacent to two chain nodes. In fact this only applies to the global nodes newly on an extreme path of an i-superblock, which is at most 4b 0 i+1 nodes. So this is a further cost of 4c 2 2 i+1 . Finally, the new root of an i-superblock receives its (i + 1)-global potential, which costs at most (2 i+1 + 3)gp. This in turn may raise the global potential of some of its ancestors for a further cost of (2 i+1 + 3)gp. The total cost of the partition is part = 2 2 i+1 4gp(2 i+1 + 3) + 4c] + 2 i+1 (48c + 2gp) + i 48c + (52c + 6gp) The combine has zero cost. In addition, when a combine or partition is performed, we treat it as ending the current sequence of accesses to the superblock being combined or partitioned. This entails additional costs of 48(i + 2) 4 (8 10 6 ) 2 + 9; 000 2 i+2 + 4; 000(i + 1) + 34(i + 1) 2 (see Section 4).
In order to cover these costs, each time an i-block is combined or partitioned, it provides the following potential to its parent (the i-superblock in which it is contained): p i+1 = 4gp(2 i+1 + 3) + 4c + 2 i+1 (48c + 2gp) + i 48c+ (52c+ 6gp) + 48(i + 2) 4 (8 10 6 ) 2 + 9; 000 2 i+2 + 4; 000(i + 1) + 34(i + 1) 2 + p i+2 ]=2 2 i+1 . It can be checked that p i+1 = 136 2 i+1 + 10 16 su ces. The accumulation of this potential by an i-superblock will ensure that when and if it is removed by a combine or partition it will have enough potential at hand to pay for its removal and for the potential that has to be provided to its parent block; for between the creation and removal of an i-superblock there will have been at least b 0 i+1 combines and/or partitions of its i-blocks. At level 0, when an item is inserted or deleted, it needs to provide potential p 1 to its 1-block, but this is O(1).
Next, we need to modify the analysis. For the moment, we ignore the question of accesses that straddle a block boundary. A search is treated as before. An insertion is analyzed as follows. The item is inserted as in a binary search tree. After adding the item, we perform any necessary block partitions. The item is splayed now. When the item is added, it is not provided with any potential, nor are the appropriate chain potentials increased. The reason is that the item does not need any associated potential in order to be splayed; the potential is needed at nodes which are traversed. The access is analyzed as before: as the access proceeds, the item will be provided with potential as described in the earlier analysis. So the cost of an insertion at distance d from the previous access is p 1 plus the cost of a search at distance d.
For the deletion, at least for our analysis, we need to modify the operation described by Sleator and Tarjan ST85] . We o er reasons as to why such a modi cation may be needed in order to obtain the nger search result we seek. Sleator and Tarjan proceed as follows. The deletion is performed as on a binary search tree, exchanging the item, e, to be deleted with its predecessor, if e has a left child. Then e is removed and its parent immediately prior to the removal is splayed. Our method di ers in the following regard. Rather than splay the item which was the parent of e immediately prior to its removal, we splay the item which is the which is bounded by 2(i + 1) 4 c 5 d 5 (a 3 + 2b 3 + vp + 2c) 2 In addition, in an access to a new i-block, the charge for the portion of the access in which the accessed item has not yet reached the inner (i + 1)-skeleton totals X 1 h i (4e 0 + 9)gp (2 h+1 + 1) + vp + 2c h] (see Equation 10 ). The costs of the remainder of the access are covered by the analysis of this section; they total: a 2 + b 2 + 2vp + 64c 2 i Finally, we note that each node on the access path spends at most 3 sets of s 0 =2 spares (one set is used for the pseudo-traversals of Section 3.1, one set for traversing an extreme path of a lazy tree, and one set is used for the analysis of this section). This is a total of s=2 spares per traversed node; these spares are at hand for s spares are provided per couple.
On taking equality in Equations 41, 42, we obtain c 5 = 2, d 5 = 12. On summing the charges for this section, we obtain a charge of 48(i + 1) 4 (8 10 6 ) 2 + 9; 000 2 i+1 + 4; 000i + 34i 2 + 3 10 6 for an access to a new i-block which is an access to the same i-superblock. In addition to the initialization costs present previously, we also have to initialize the right and left h-headers, for h 1; this costs less than 10 16 ( log log n ) 4 . Using the argument of Section 3.7, we obtain: Theorem 3 Consider a sequence of searches performed on an n-node splay tree, n 16. Let item v be the current item being accessed and u the previous item accessed. Suppose that the distance from u to v is d. (For the rst search, d = n.) Then the amortized cost of the access, in rotations, is bounded by 36; 000 logd + 10 16 ( log log d ) 4 , where the cost of initializing the potential is at most 6000n + 10 16 ( log log n ) 4 .
Insertions and Deletions
In this section, the result is extended to incorporate insertions and deletions. The main idea is to allow blocks to have varying sizes and to combine or partition them as they become too small or too large. The previous bounds on block sizes will become lower bounds: An i-superblock will contain at least b 0 i+1 = 2 2 i+1 i-blocks and at most b i+1 = 8b 0 i+1 i-blocks. Now, a 1-block will contain between 16 and 8 16 items. There will be no undersize blocks, except possibly at the topmost level, where there is just one vis-block, which contains all the (vis ? 1)-blocks. In fact, with one exception dealt with later, an i-superblock will contain at most 4b 0 i+1 i-blocks.
We use the following rule: when an i-superblock reaches its usual upper boundary size (4b 0 i+1 i-blocks), it is partitioned into two i-superblocks, one containing the leftmost 2b 0 i+1 i-blocks and the other the rightmost 2b 0 i+1 i-blocks. When an i-superblock reaches its lower bound size, it is combined with a neighboring i-superblock in the same (i+1)-superblock; this new i-superblock is partitioned in turn if it has size at least 4b 0 i+1 i-blocks. If the vis-block is partitioned, then we need to create a new higher level block, a (vis + 1)-block, to contain the two vis-blocks at hand. Likewise, if there are only 2 (vis ? 1)-blocks and they are combined, then the vis-block is removed and the top level block is at level vis ? 1. Comment. We use the terms combine and partition rather than the more natural join and split to avoid confusion with the split of a lazy tree. itself, as is charge (i). This is a total charge of at most a 2 +b 2 +2vp (there may be two charges vp: one for a segment ending at the deepest node at right depth 1 and one for a segment ending at the deepest node at right depth 0). In this case we do not provide potential c to a node displaced from the root of its h-block, for h i. Instead, we eventually provide the unlabeled portions of the extreme paths of such blocks with new path potentials. Recall that the old root of the h-block was unlabeled because only a top portion of the chain adjacent to the root was traversed (see Section 2). As we will see, for each such block there are two possibilities.
To understand the possibilities, consider the right access path up to the right i-header. Consider an h-block B, h i, whose left extreme path is partially on the right access path. If a chain of block B has a node on the right access path, then the bottommost node of this chain is on the right access path (for its left child, if any, on the right access path is the root of another h-block). Thus at any point, for each i vis, for each h i, there is at most one chain belonging to an h-block, for which nodes remain on the right access path and for which paths of unlabeled nodes have been created. It remains to explain how to pay for these unlabeled paths. This happens in one of two ways.
(i) The chain becomes a path (i.e., all its nodes are contiguous in the splay tree). The above process may have created up to two paths of unlabeled nodes without associated path potentials (note we intend paths and not just chains); one path was created while the root of the block had right depth 1, and the other was created while the root had right depth 0. These two paths are provided with path potentials by using the reserve path potential associated with the chain.
(ii) An access is made to a new i-block. Besides the h-block which was being accessed previously, there are at most 2(i?h+1) h-blocks, h i, which have extreme paths with unlabeled nodes without associated path or chain potentials. The additional h-blocks are those whose roots are the j-leaders, h j i, if these j-leaders are the highest or second highest nodes on their j-paths. Again, each such block has at most two unlabeled paths.
These paths are provided with path potentials and the cost is charged to the new access. This is a charge of at most P i h=1 8c(i?h+1)blogc h c 8c P i h=1 (i?h+1)2 h+1 64c 2 i . Now, suppose that the right i-header is not available. Then it need not be the case that its right height will be reduced when next traversed. However, the right i-header then becomes available. Note that once available, the right i-header can cease to be available only if it is traversed, at least during accesses to the same i-block. To cover the cost of the traversal of an unavailable right i-header, we provide it with an additional cost i+1 potential. Outside of the initialization cost, this is obtained by doubling the charge for the traversals of the right i-header when available; i.e., in this case a charge of 2cost i+1 needs to be covered. Thus it su ce to have In this section we show how to remove the additive term of O( log log n] 2 ) for each access. This charge is associated with the increases in visibility on the part of the accessed item.
Recall that an item on the inner skeleton of an i-superblock has visibility i and an item on an external path of the vis-block has visibility vis. For each increase in the visibility of the accessed item there are three distinct charges. We detail these charges for the rotation that causes the accessed item to attain visibility i + 1, for i 1.
(i) The charge, vp (see Section 2).
(ii) The charge, a 3 (2 2 i+2 )+b 3 , for making the topmost node of the just traversed right access path lazy (see Section 3.1). Recall that an i superblock contains c 0 items; now we are setting c 0 = 2 2 i+2 .
(iii) The charge of c for each h-block, h i + 1, which receives a new root; this is a charge of at most c (i + 2) (see Section 2).
These costs arise at most once at each increase in the visibility of the accessed item. They are charged to the new visibility of the accessed item. The total charge to visibility level i + 1 is bounded by cost i+1 = vp + a 3 (2 2 i+2 ) + b 3 + c (i + 2).
The cost of the rotation in which the accessed item attains visibility 1 is charged to the access itself; this is a charge of at most vp + 2c (for no lazy trees are created within a 1-block as accesses to the same 0-block are accesses to the same item, which therefore is to be found at the root of the splay tree). The analysis focuses on an access to the right of the splay tree root; an access to the left of the root is treated entirely analogously.
A few de nitions will be helpful. Let B be the i-superblock being accessed currently. Suppose the current access is to the same i-block as the preceding access. The right i-header, i h r , is de ned to be the topmost node on the right access path for B (see Section 3.1 for the de nition of the right access path). The right i-leader is de ned to be the lowest ancestor of the right i-header which is on the right extreme path of the splay tree. We say the right i-header is available if it is on the left path (the left i-path) descending from the right i-leader. If the right i-header is not traversed there are no charges to visibility level i + 1. Consider an access which traverses the right i-header. The intuition is that the right iheader reduces its right depth and this either reduces its potential, or if it is too deep i-spares (to be de ned) will be available; in either case, these pay for the charge cost i+1 . Speci cally, if the right i-header is available, but is neither the topmost nor the second highest node on the left i-path, then on traversal its right depth decreases. If it is at right depth at most d 5 i cost i+1 then the decrease in its potential provides the required cost i+1 charge. If it is at greater depth, then s 0 =2 of the spares associated with the nodes on the left i-path at right depths (d 5 (i ? 1) cost i+1 ; d 5 i cost i+1 ] cover the cost i+1 charge (note that these nodes are traversed). While the accesses are to the same i-block, whether or not the right i-header is traversed, its right depth does not increase.
Next, we handle the case that the right i-header is at right depth 0 or 1. But here charge (ii) is reduced: it becomes a 2 + b 2 (see Section 3.3.3). This is charged to the access operation Now it is straightforward to bound the cost of a search. Suppose the current access is distance d 16 from the previous access. Suppose 2 2 k+1 d < 2 2 k+2 . As we have seen, a search of type j costs f 1 2 j+1 + f 5 log log n , where f 1 = 8; 000 and f 5 = 9; 000; 000 + 3; 000; 000 (2n ? 1) + 34 log log n ]. For the n choices of block boundary at hand, let n j denote the number of boundaries for which the current access is a search of type j. Then Theorem 1 Consider a sequence of searches performed on an n-node splay tree, n 16. Let item v be the current item being accessed and u the previous item accessed. Suppose that the distance from u to v is d. Then the amortized cost of the access, in rotations, is bounded by 32; 000 logd + log log 2n ? 1 9; 000; 000 + 3; 000; 000 (2n ? 1) + 17 log log n ].
Finally, we need to consider the initialization costs. For each i-block, we need to provide its root with its global potential, unless it is the root of an i-superblock. Per i-block root, this costs at most 2 i+1 + 1; there are at most n=2 2 i+1 + 2 such nodes, allowing for up to two undersize nodes. In addition, we need to provide the path and reserve path potentials, whose cost is bounded by 144c n as shown in Lemma 12 (the proof requires slight modi cation to account for up to two undersize blocks per level, but the result is unchanged), and the zig-zag potentials, with cost bounded by cn.
Summing over all levels i, we obtain that the initialization costs are bounded by: (40) Recall that c 0 = minfc 3 ; c 4 g.
The Full Result
We pull together the various equations from the previous sections in order to bound the cost of an access. First, we de ne an access to be of type i if the previous access is to a distinct iblock but to the same (i + 1)-block. We show a bound of the form f 1 log b i+1 + f 2 (log log n) To avoid tedious computations, we will assume that n 16. Recall the statement of Lemma 13; we chose sd = s + 1, gp; ld; c = 17(s + 1), and vp = 30(s+1). We need to satisfy the constraints present in Equations 15{40. By choosing equalities in some of these constraints we satisfy them all, as we demonstrate. Substituting these values into Equations 10, 11, and 12 we obtain that the amortized cost for the portion of the traversal in which the accessed item has visibility i for the rst access to an i-block is bounded by 4; 000 log2b i+1 +4; 000+34i, and the amortized cost for a subsequent access is bounded by 9; 000; 000 + 3; 000; 000 (n) + 34i]. Summing over all levels, we obtain a bound for the rst access in S i of 8; 000 logb i+1 + log log n 9; 000; 000 + 3; 000; 000 (n) + 17 log log n ] (for recall that b i = 2 2 i ). Now, we show how to avoid the dependence on block boundaries, which so far has meant that a search a short distance from the previous access may be treated as if it were far away (if a boundary between two high level blocks is crossed). The idea is to average over many More precisely, imagine an ordered set of 2n?1 items, with the n items of the tree occupying n contiguous positions in the set. We de ne block boundaries on the set of 2n ? 1 items, and consider the n positions that can be occupied by the items in the tree. For each such position, the block boundaries partition the tree of n items; the corresponding potential is associated with the tree. The overall potential for the tree is simply the average of these associated potentials.
The Path P 3 . Following the partitioning we need to provide c 2 potential to each node which is newly on a right extreme path (unless it is part of a contiguous sequence of nodes of length at least 4 (c l )). We note that there are no nodes newly on a left extreme path and in a P 3 component (for such nodes become part of a BL component). Each node, v, which had been in component P 3 , and which has been promoted or is now in an extreme left subblock of a new lazy tree or is now in a normal subblock (a subblock that is no longer part of a lazy tree), may spend up to c 2 (4 (c l ) + 1) potential is order to provide c 2 potential for each of the up to 4 (c l ) + 1 following nodes: those nodes in the contiguous portion of the new right extreme path, if any, immediately below and to the left of v in the splay tree, selected so as to restore the proper distribution of c 2 potentials (see Section 3.3.4); this is a portion of a right extreme path in component P 3 for a neighboring new lazy tree (the new component P 3 is a portion of the old component P 3 ). As node v is no longer in a P 3 component it can a ord to spend potential 4c 2 (c l ) + c 2 .
Also, when the tree formed from P 3 is split, the potential associated with P 3 is partitioned, in proportion to how many 2 (c l )-right cascades can be performed on each tree formed from P 3 (by Sundar's bound Su89], there is su cient potential at hand). To see this, consider the tree induced by the original component P 3 plus the root of the splay tree in its normal form. We simulate the actual rotations as follows. Only traversals of extreme paths of current P 3 components are simulated, and then only on couples comprising two nodes of P 3 . The e ect is to maintain each current P 3 component in its normal form, so all extreme path traversals are simulated as right cascade sequences. So the e ect of a split is merely to reduce the possible sequences of right cascades; hence Sundar's bound applies, or in other words, the potential associated with P 3 su ces to provide each of its partitions with their associated potential.
Bounding The additional constraints on the debits are given in Invariants 12 and 14, in the requirement that neighbors of a node with a lazy or border debit be in the same component and not simply in the lazy tree. For each lazy tree created by the split, for each component, we remove the lazy or border debits, if any, from the leading and tail nodes of the components on the extreme paths. Clearly, there are at most twelve such lazy debits for each new lazy tree. So we can choose = 12.
By Lemma 8 of CMSS93] the cost of the promotions is bounded as follows.
Lemma 16 (Lemma 8 of CMSS93] .) The promotions in a split have the following cost: 2gp times the increase in global rank along the right split path plus 2gp times the increase in global rank along the left split path.
Corollary 3 Consider a single access A and the consequential promotions of nodes in lazy trees on the skeleton of superblock B. Let b be the number of blocks in superblock B. The promotions of access A cost at most 4gp(log 2b+2) units, there being a charge of 2gp(log 2b+1)
to the right split path and of 2gp(log 2b + 1) to the left split path.
Multiple Level Lazy Trees
Because the access paths for a sequence, S i , of accesses to an i-block may include nodes of a current lazy tree we may seek to make the root of an lazy tree a global node carrying a lazy potential in a new lazy tree. We therefore generalize the form of the lazy trees. Now, a \block" in a lazy tree may itself be another lazy tree. The generalization is exactly as in CMSS93];
.
It is convenient to de ne v's lazy weight to be wt(SL(v)). Note that b = c 0 = minfc 3 ; c 4 g; they are the additional potential associated with heavy and light nodes, respectively, to be used to cover the costs of removing these nodes from the lazy tree.
Property 2 (Property 3 of CMSS93] .) The potential must be partitionable following a split;
i.e., each (component of each) lazy tree created by the split must be provided with an appropriate potential (eg. a lazy complete tree potential). Clearly Invariant 25 is true of the border debits (see Invariant 14). We use the splitting method from CMSS93]. To justify its use we need to bound and prove Property 2. Both results rely on on Lemma 15(i). Indeed, Property 2 is already known for the lazy complete tree potential. It remains to consider the other types of potential and to determine a bound on .
The Path RP. The nodes not on path RP 0 are treated as ordinary rightist lazy tree nodes.
The nodes on RP 0 , are separated into two paths, RP 0 1 ; RP 0 2 , by the split (one of these paths may be empty). If either path RP 0 i is of length 1 then it is converted to a rightist node (that is, its potential is reduced from a 2 P i+1 j=1 j + b 2 to a 1 P i+1 j=1 j + b 1 for some i). We note that this restores Invariant 22. There is no other change to the potentials of the nodes on the paths RP 0 i . It is clear Invariants 19{21 and 23 continue to hold.
The paths P 1 and P 2 are treated in the same way.
Lemma 14 The cost of each rotation of a couple comprising two nodes on the extreme path of a lazy tree is at most maxfhd; edg.
Proof. In Section 3.4 we have considered all couples comprising two nodes on an extreme path. Cases 1, 2, 4.1, 4.4, 5.2{5.4 are all self-paying (that is, they do not require the creation of debits). Case 5.1 is subsumed by Case 4. Case 3 has cost at most ed and Cases 4.2 and 4.3 have cost at most hd.
Rotations with the Lazy Tree Root
In a rotation with the lazy tree root, the root and the other node in the couple interchange lazy tree potentials. Debits are removed and created as for normal rotations on the inner skeleton of a block.
Splitting the Lazy Tree
A split of the lazy tree occurs when the accessed item lies strictly between the subblocks of the left guard and the right guard of the lazy tree. Thus a split must access a new i-block. So a split is the rst access of a new sequence S l . For this section, we assume that the open intervals spanned by the guards of each lazy tree are disjoint. In Section 3.6, we analyze the general case. Without loss of generality, we suppose the lazy tree being split is a right lazy tree. At this point it is helpful to mention a few properties of the lazy and reserve potentials.
Consider the global nodes in a new lazy tree. Let SL be the set of nodes contained strictly between the blocks of the guards of a lazy tree. For each heavy node, u, in the lazy tree, de ne its right neighbor r n(u) to be the heavy node immediately to its right in the large lazy block tree, and de ne SL(u) to comprise the subset of SL strictly to the left of u's block. (i) The h(v)-potential can be set to zero for node v, since ld h(v) (v) = 0.) (ii) Only minft; jg units of j-potential are required for the other values of j, since v can have at most t left ancestors in its component in the normal form of the lazy tree when and if it becomes j-active. Note that t increases by 1 each traversal, while l decreases by at least 1 each traversal. So the creation heights of the rare black nodes ordered by time of creation are strictly decreasing; also, they are larger than the creation heights of all the non-rare rightist nodes that are eventually created | the non-rare rightist node with largest creation height is the node which is eventually alone on the path RP 0 ; it has creation height at most l + t + 1.) As the rare black nodes are also ordered left to right by their creation time, as well as being to the left of all non-rare nodes, Invariant 16(v) is satis ed by the rare black nodes too.
Assuming that Case 5.4. u is on the path RP 0 , but v is not. Then u is made into a rightist node with creation height t + 1; the potential presently associated with u is larger than the potential it subsequently requires. If u is a light node its potential is reduced to c 1 ; Equation 15 guarantees that there is su cient potential at hand. The rotation is then treated as a rotation in a rightist lazy tree; this is handled by Case 4.
It order to justify the claim made in Remark 2 we need to report the amortized cost of the rotations occurring in the traversal of a lazy tree extreme path.
Invariant 22 jRP 0 j 6 = 1.
Each rightist node has a creation height and corresponding potentials satisfying Invariants 16{18. Each rare black node also has a creation height; these black nodes have the rareness property, namely there are no other nodes in this component RP with the same creation height. The rare black nodes carry k-black potentials and k-potentials; they too satisfy Invariants 16{
18. Owing to the rareness property we are able to reduce their initial values somewhat. However, it is easier to defer the precise speci cation of these potentials till Cases 5.2 and 5.3, where we explain how the potentials change as the rotations analyzed in these cases are performed. The nodes in RP 0 acquire creation heights and appropriate rightist lazy tree potentials as and when they leave RP 0 , either to become rare black nodes or rightist nodes.
Initially, RP = RP 0 . So an initial potential of a 2 + b 2 for each node in RP su ces, as claimed in Equation 17.
Case 5.1. Neither u nor v is in RP 0 . This is treated as a rotation in a rightist lazy tree. It is handled exactly as in Case 4.
Case 5.2. u and v are pure path nodes (i.e., both are on RP 0 ). We require that the cost of the rotation be at most s + 1 + ld. This follows by ensuring that the pure path nodes carry no border or lazy debits. So we add the following invariant.
Invariant 23 Let u be a pure path node in a lazy tree. Then u does not carry a border or lazy debit.
We note that Invariant 23 can be maintained by trimming the ends from RP 0 whenever an end is part of a couple including a node outside RP 0 . So if, in couple (u; v), with u the parent of v, v is the top node on RP 0 , v is converted to a rare black node (by the method of Case 5.3, below); while if u is the bottom node on RP 0 , u is converted to a rightist node (by the method of Case 5.4, below).
Suppose that this is the (t + 1)th traversal of u and v. Then their potentials are adjusted as follows. u, which leaves RP 0 , receives potential a 1 P t+1 j=1 j + b 1 and becomes a rightist node with creation height t + 1 (at this point we further reduce u's potential if it is light | see If v is now the only node on RP 0 it is converted to a rightist node, with creation height t + 2, by reducing its potential to a 1 P t+2 j=1 j + b 1 (note Invariant 22).
Note that the creation heights for rightist nodes obey Invariant 16(v).
Case 5.3. v is on RP 0 , but u is not on RP 0 . We provide v with appropriate j-potential and j-black potential; v becomes a node of the complete rightist lazy tree to be formed from the initial path RP. In particular, v becomes a rare black node (which behaves in the same way as a black node in a rightist lazy tree). The rotation between u and v is paid for as in a rightist lazy tree rotation (see Case 4, above).
We de ne the following distances for each node v, active at layer k. Its right path kdistance, d k (v), is the number of proper left ancestors of v on the right path, excluding all k-black nodes. Its interior right path k-distance, id k (v), is the number of proper left ancestors of v below the rst k-black node and below the right path.
For each k-active node we maintain a k-potential, which satis es the following invariant (d 1 is a constant to be speci ed).
Invariant 18 The k-potential at k-active node v is at least a 1 minfd k (v)=d 1 ; kg + a 1 id k (v)=d 1 We note that initially a node has a 1 k units of potential for each layer k at which it could become active, so when a node rst becomes k-active Invariant 18 holds.
For each k-black node we maintain a k-black potential of a 1 2d 1 units. We conclude by stating the su cient conditions that are imposed by the analysis of Case 5. u and v are both in a component RP (or are both in P 1 or P 2 ).
We begin by describing the potential associated with the nodes of component RP. The nodes originally forming the path RP are partitioned into three sets: (i) Those nodes on a shortened path, RP 0 , called pure path nodes.
(ii) Rare black nodes. (iii) Rightist nodes.
The following invariants apply to the path RP.
Invariant 19 The nodes in RP 0 form a contiguous path in the splay tree. Invariant 20 After t traversals, a node on RP 0 has potential a 2 together with any changes to the potentials of the touched couples will pay for the rotations of the touched couples.
At any time, certain nodes, called active nodes, are the nodes that pay for a traversal of an extreme path. Some nodes may pay more than other nodes. This is captured by the notion of active layers. A node of creation height h has an associated span of layers 1; h]; each active node v of creation height h has an active span of active layers, (g; h], 0 g h; for each k, g k h, we say v is k-active. If the active span is non-empty we say the node is active.
Initially, only the nodes on the right path are active. An inactive node becomes active when it rst reaches the right path. Once a node becomes active it remains active, whether or not it remains on the right path; also, the active span of a node can only grow.
A rotation of the splay operation involving a heavy node, v, and the root, r, of the lazy tree causes the two nodes to swap all their potentials. Also r acquires v's creation height and active span.
The following invariant states several properties of the active nodes. We prove the invariant later. In order to avoid special cases for the left path we state our invariants with respect to the normal form of the tree, where the tree comprises the root of the lazy tree together with the component lazy block tree.
Invariant 16 Let H be the maximum creation height for the nodes, other than the root, present in the tree initially. Then, in the corresponding normal tree:
(i) There is exactly one k-active node, 1 k H.
(ii) Every node on the right path is active (this does not include the root). (iii) Apart from the root, the ancestors of an active node are all active.
(iv) Let v be a k-active node. Let w be a j-active node. If j < k then w is to the right of v in symmetric order, while if j > k then w is to the left of v in symmetric order. (v) Let inactive node v have creation height k. Then its parent has creation height greater than k.
When a lazy tree is created the active spans for the nodes in the corresponding component lazy block tree are initialized as follows. Let u be a node on the right path, of creation height h; suppose it has a right child v of creation height g (if there is no such node v let g = 0). Then u is given active span g + 1; h]. Clearly, the new tree obeys Invariant 16. Case 4.4. u and v are both heavy nodes. We need to pay for the rotation, for s spares, and for the removal of path or border debits from u and v, if any. In addition, we may need to reestablish Invariant 12 for node u; this may require the removal of up to two lazy debits, which will also be paid for by the rotation. So the cost of this rotation is bounded by
The analysis of this case is identical to that of the corresponding case in the splay sorting of log n block sequences CMSS93]; it is omitted in part. However, in order to understand the analysis of Case 5, it is helpful to repeat it in part. For the remainder of this case, until we indicate otherwise, when we refer to a tree we intend the component lazy block tree. So, for instance, when we refer to a node we mean a node in the component lazy block tree.
We start with some de nitions. The depth of a node is its distance from the root. The height of a node at the time of the creation of the lazy tree is called its creation height (a leaf has creation height 1); the creation height does not change subsequently.
Consider how an extreme path traversal appears to the tree. A top contiguous portion of the nodes on this path are all touched (these are the nodes contained in couples of the splay tree). Some (arbitrary) subset of disjoint pairs of touched nodes form couples. Each touched node is provided with s 0 2 spare units of potential (this is the node's share of the portion of s 0 spares provided to its couple in the splay tree). The spare potential of the touched nodes, A traversal of Type (c) will be paid for in two phases. First, in a preprocessing phase, the current lazy tree is partitioned into several lazy trees and/or ordinary blocks, so as to ensure that the actual splay (the second phase) comprises only traversals of Types (a) and (b). (In fact, as we will see, we need a third phase in order to pay for some of the partitioning performed in the rst phase.)
We start by considering the interactions between the lazy tree and the remainder of the splay tree (which may include other lazy trees). We treat the lazy tree, as delimited by its extreme paths, as a block. We note that Invariant 12 ensures that a node on an extreme path, carrying a lazy debit, satis es condition (i) of Remark 1. In addition, we note that on creation, the nodes of the lazy tree have no debits; so Invariants 3{6 all hold at this point.
Next, we need to show that condition (ii) of Remark 1 is satis ed. That is we have to show that couples involving two nodes on an extreme path of the lazy tree, which will be marked, can pay for the removal of their debits and s + 1 rotations. This is done in Section 3.4.
Segments are de ned and paid for essentially as before. The one di erence occurs if either node of the leading couple of the segment carries a lazy debit; then the couple pays for its own rotation and the removal of its debits as part of the lazy tree, as we see later; but this can only reduce the total remaining cost of the segment and so the bounds of the previous analysis are still valid.
We need to mention one detail about couples containing the root, u, of a lazy tree and another node, v in the same lazy tree. Following the rotation, v becomes the root of the lazy tree; v and u interchange roles and potentials (so if v had been light, resp. heavy, u becomes light, resp. heavy).
In Section 3.5 we explain how a lazy tree is split.
Extreme Path Traversal
We consider all rotations involving two nodes on an extreme path. So consider a couple comprising nodes u and v, where u is the parent of v. We distinguish the following types of couples.
Case 1. u and v are both nodes of P 3 . If both u and v carry c 2 potentials then the potential associated with u, which ceases to be on an extreme path of P 3 , is used to pay for the rotation, s spares and the removal of any debits, which do not include lazy debits (see Invariant 13).
So it su ces to have c 2 (s + 1) + maxf2ed; ldg
If one or both of u and v do not carry a c 2 potential then they are part of a contiguous sequence of 4 (c l ) nodes lacking this potential. This sequence undergoes a 2 (c l )-right cascade (or perhaps this sequence of nodes shifted by one). The cascade provides c 2 potential to each of these 4 (c l ) nodes; we can then handle the rotation between u and v as before. The 4c 2 (c l ) cost of the cascade is charged to P 3 (recall that P 3 had been given su cient potential to pay for the maximum possible number of such cascades). Also, each node in the lazy tree can be considered to be labeled. A labeling potential is not needed here, however, for the removal of nodes from an external path of the lazy tree is always paid for in some other way, as we shall see. However, so that that we can apply Invariants 3{6, we will consider the nodes of a lazy tree to be labeled. In addition, each light node in the lazy tree may have a lazy debit, which is huge and has value hd units, hd ld, a constant to be de ned later. Lazy debits satisfy the following invariants.
Invariant 11 Let L be a right (resp. left) lazy tree. Suppose node v in L has a lazy debit.
Then v is a light node of L. Also, v is not on the left (resp. right) extreme path of L. Invariant 13 BL and P 3 do not carry lazy debits.
In addition, each node in the lazy tree may have a border debit, which is enormous and has value ed; ed is a constant to be de ned later. Border debits satisfy the following invariants.
Invariant 14 Let L be a right (resp. left) lazy tree. Suppose node v in L has a border debit.
Then v is not the root of L and is not on the left (resp. right) extreme path of L. Further, if v is on the right (resp. left) extreme path of L then both v's parent and right (resp. left) child in the splay tree are in the same component of L.
Invariant 15 A node has at most one debit.
Next, we show how to incorporate lazy trees into the analysis of accesses. An access can traverse a lazy tree in one of three ways: Actually, it is convenient to classify a traversal of type (a) which is to the left of the block of the right guard to be a split (a type (c) traversal); likewise a traversal of type (b) to the right of the block of the left guard is de ned to be a split.
The path P 3
This path cannot be treated in the same way as the paths RP for it does not necessarily comprise a contiguous sequence of nodes in the splay tree.
We maintain the following potential; each node on the current right extreme path of the tree induced by the root of the lazy tree plus P 3 , with one class of exceptions, carries a potential of c 2 , c 2 a constant to be speci ed. The exceptional nodes are formed by sequences of 4 (c l ) contiguous nodes whose parent and right child in the splay tree are both from P 3 ; such nodes need not carry the c 2 potential. More precisely, each maximal contiguous sequence of nodes on the right extreme path of the tree induced by P 3 , from bottom to top, has an initial segment of length one and a nal segment of length at least one and at most 4 (c l ) in which each node has a potential of c 2 ; the remainder of the sequence is partitioned into segments of length exactly 4 (c l ), and in each such segment either all or none of the nodes carry a potential of c 2 . Each node on the current extreme left path of the tree induced by the root of the lazy tree plus P 3 carries a potential of c 2 , with no exceptions. In addition, P 3 has an associated potential, Pot(P 3 ); before specifying this potential we need to introduce some other de nitions and results. A k-right cascade is a sequence of k single left rotations (a rotation between a node and its right child) on a set of k contiguous couples on a right path. A right k-cascade sequence is an intermixed sequence of k-right cascades and arbitrary left rotations. We recall Sundar Su89] showed that there can be at most 8m 2 (m)-right cascades in a right 2 (m)-cascade sequence on the normal form of an m-node binary tree. We de ne Pot(P 3 ) = 4c 2 (c l ), where denotes the maximum number of 2 (c l )-right cascades in a right 2 (c l )-cascade sequence that can be performed on the normal form of the tree induced by the nodes of P 3 and the root of the lazy tree, with the root of the lazy tree removed from the normal form (i.e., the cascades never include the root node); this tree comprises at most c l nodes. The initial values of is at most 8jP 3 j, and so Pot(P 3 ) 32c 2 (c l )jP 3 j.
Finally, each node in P 3 carries an additional potential of 4c 2 (c l ) + c 2 . Thus it su ces to provide each node in P 3 , on creation, with potential 36c 2 (c l ) + 2c 2 ; so it su ces to have a 3 (c l ) + b 3 36c 2 (c l ) + 2c 2
That is, it su ces to have Consider a path, RP. Initially, it comprises a contiguous sequence of nodes, descending to the right. As it is traversed, roughly speaking, it will become a binary tree, at which point the potential for rightist lazy trees becomes adequate. Thus our goal is to provide a potential that progressively converts to a rightist lazy tree potential as the path is repeatedly traversed. As we will see, an initial potential of a 2 + b 2 for each node su ces, where a 2 and b 2 are constants to be speci ed. So it su ces to have In fact, we modify the statement of Section 3.1 that a 3 (c l ) + b 3 potential is provided; instead only a 2 + b 2 potential is provided, which still su ces. The reason for this modi cation will become clear in Section 4.
The structure of a left lazy tree is entirely analogous. Our analysis is presented in three parts. First, for each component of the lazy tree, we describe the potentials associated with its nodes. Second, we analyze a traversal of an extreme path of a lazy tree. Third, we analyze a split of a lazy tree. For the moment, this discussion will exclude the possibility of multiple lazy trees contained within one and another; in Section 3.6 we show how to accommodate this possibility.
Before entering into the details of the potentials it is helpful to introduce the normal form of a (right) lazy tree L. It is obtained by performing the following series of single rotations:
one by one, the left path nodes are moved to the right path; each such rotation, between node v and node r, the root of the lazy tree, makes v the root and places r on the right path. r and v interchange potentials and all lazy tree properties. The resulting tree is called the normal tree for L. another constant to be speci ed. Now, we verify that there is enough potential at hand to initialize the trees SR with their correct potential. Let ISR denote the subtree in the initial lazy tree corresponding to SR (the subtree with the same root as SR). We start by giving a node of height k in ISR potential 1 2 a 1 P k i=1 i(i + 1) + b 1 , regardless of whether the node is heavy or light. Since, for each heavy node, its height in ISR is at least as large as its height in the component lazy block tree, the heavy nodes will receive su cient potential. To ensure adequate potential for the light nodes (potential c 1 ) it su ces to ensure c 1 a 1 + b 1 (15) We explain how to provide the initial potential of 1 2 a 1 P k i=1 i(i + 1) + b 1 to the nodes of ISR. We exploit the fact that the path IRP (the right path in IL corresponding to RP) together with its left subtrees is also a rightist subtree. A non-leaf node, v transfers all but b 1 of the charge for its potential to the following node, w, to its right (see Figure 6 ): Suppose v's rst right ancestor, u, is reached by following e edges to the left and then an edge to the right. Then w is de ned to be the descendant of u reached from u's right child by following e + 1 left edges (edges to left children). The charge, 1 2 a 1 h(h + 1), for a node, v, at height h, is transfered to a node, w, at minimum height at least h ? 1, where the minimum height of a node is the length, in vertices, of the path to its leftmost descendant. Thus a node, v, at minimum height k receives a charge of at most a 1 from its parent, and a direct charge of such a left subtree, then the tree rooted at v in IL is a rightist tree). It is helpful to partition P, the left extreme path and the root into four portions, BL, P 1 , P 2 and P 3 . BL comprises the light nodes on the skeleton from the leftmost block in L (initially, BL comprises the light nodes on the left extreme path); P 1 is the maximal top contiguous portion of P incident on the root of the lazy tree, minus those nodes in BL, P 2 is the second highest contiguous portion of P below P 1 , and P 3 is the remainder of P below P2. It is also helpful, for each subtree of P, a rightist tree, R, to partition R into its top right path RP, and the left subtrees of RP, also rightist subtrees (again, strictly speaking, it is the corresponding subtrees in IL which are rightist); let SR denote a typical such rightist subtree (small rightist subtree). Now, to analyze a lazy tree, we analyze rotations in each of its six types of components separately; the six types of components are: In particular, traversing the extreme paths of the lazy tree, from the bottom of the right extreme path to the bottom of the left extreme path, including the root of the lazy tree, yields, in order:
(i) A path from a tree SR.
(ii) A portion of a path RP. The portions need not be contiguous portions of the original paths and some or all of the portions may be empty. There are only two ways in which the type of a node can change: rst, a node can leave the lazy tree; second, when the lazy tree is split, a node may move into a component BL.
The Analysis of Lazy Trees
In the following subsections, unless we specify otherwise, the de nitions given apply to right lazy trees. Analogous de nitions hold for left lazy trees. We focus on the right lazy trees; we discuss the left lazy trees only where their presence a ects the analysis (the only place this arises is in Section 3.6).
Much of the analysis focuses on a subtree of the initial lazy tree, called the truncated lazy tree or the lazy tree, for short. It is de ned as follows. Consider a new initial lazy tree, L, created by the sequence S of accesses. Consider the set of heavy nodes in L; the tree they induce is called the initial lazy block tree. We remove the rightmost node from the initial lazy block tree; this de nes the (truncated) lazy block tree for the (truncated) lazy tree. This rightmost node is called the right guard for the lazy tree. The left guard is a global node, de ned later, to the left of the nodes of the lazy block tree. The root of the (truncated) lazy block tree is called the (truncated) root of the (truncated) lazy tree. We de ne the tree induced by the nodes of the lazy block tree plus the left and right guards to form the large lazy block tree. Now we de ne the (truncated) lazy tree as follows. It comprises the nodes of the (truncated) lazy block tree together with the following light nodes. For each node v in the (truncated) lazy block tree we add the following nodes from v's block to the (truncated) lazy tree. Let w be any descendant of v in the large lazy block tree. Those nodes in v's block on the path from v to w in the splay tree are added to the (truncated) lazy tree. The light nodes added to the lazy tree form its skeleton.
We de ne the left guard, w, of the lazy tree as follows. Let L be a new lazy tree with root u. Let v be the the rst proper global descendant of u on the portion of the right access path which has been traversed at least e 0 times, if any. Suppose v exists; if v is the root of another new lazy tree, let w be the right guard in this lazy tree, while if v is not the root of a new lazy tree, then let v = w. Otherwise, let w be the root of the splay tree. In general, a node may be a right guard for one lazy tree and a left guard for a second lazy tree.
Intuitively, a truncated lazy tree is a megablock comprising several of the blocks at hand.
The megablock is considered to be at level i ? 1, the level of the blocks it comprises. In its interactions with the remainder of the splay tree the megablock will behave in the same way as a block. The root of the lazy tree corresponds to the block root and behaves like a global node; the other nodes of the lazy tree, called local nodes of the lazy tree, correspond to the local nodes from the block. The lazy tree local nodes may carry small and large debits according to the invariants speci ed for blocks; a further lazy debit may be carried as speci ed later. The right guard of each new lazy tree has its global potential restored; this is paid for by adding its reserve potential to its lazy potential, which su ces by Invariant 24, in Section 3.5. In addition, Invariants 5 and 6 may need to be restored; this requires the removal of at most two small debits. These are paid for by the potential a 3 + b 3 associated with each lazy node on paths P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 (see Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4); these paths always include the right guard.
Thus both the left and right guards of each lazy tree carry their global potentials.
We need one more de nition: a rightist tree is a tree in which the depths of the leaves, from left to right, are non-decreasing. Now, we describe the structure of a typical lazy tree; Consider a newly constructed initial right lazy tree, IL, and the associated lazy tree L. The main di erence between L and IL is that IL may have (many) light nodes which are not in L. The tree induced by the nodes of L comprises its left extreme path (a sequence of light nodes), its root, and a path, P, descending to the right, together with the left subtrees of the nodes on P; each of these left subtrees is a rightist tree (strictly speaking, if v is the root of as we will see, adds a further 4gp(log 2b + 1) to the cost of the rst access of sequence S. So, focusing on superblock B alone, the cost of the rst access in S is bounded by (4e 0 + 9)gp(log 2b + 1) + vp + c (i + 1) made with respect to the left access path. It is straightforward to see that each new lazy node is contained in a new lazy tree. We call the lazy trees as de ned above initial lazy trees. (We will be adding and removing a few nodes from the initial lazy tree in order to obtain other lazy trees, which are the lazy trees that are actually analyzed.) As we will see, the local nodes on the access paths, which have been pseudo-traversed e 0 times, may be added to the new lazy trees; these nodes too are called light nodes of their lazy trees. We will need to ensure these nodes also carry no debits and have an associated potential of q 1 units. But this is ensured by requiring: s 0 (2 e 0 ?1 ? 1) q 1 + maxfsd; ld; hd; edg (13) where hd and ed are the values of other debits (huge and enormous debits) introduced later.
Remark 2 We will need to generalize this analysis to take account of the presence of lazy trees on the access paths. The present analysis, with Equation 9 replaced by Equation 14 below, will continue to apply if the following conditions hold.
(i) Each node on the access path, which has been pseudo-traversed e 0 times, has spare potential (2 e 0 ?1 ? 1)s.
(ii) A lazy tree node, on creation, carries no debit.
(iii) Following the rst e 0 pseudo-traversals of a node v on the access path, if v's couple includes just one node on the extreme path of a lazy tree, the cost of the rotation of this couple is the same as in the present analysis.
(iv) Following the rst e 0 pseudo-traversals of a node v on the access path, if v's couple includes two nodes on the extreme path of a lazy tree, the cost of the rotation of this couple is at most maxfhd; edg units. The additional cost of the couple is covered by the spare potential if: s 0 (2 e 0 ?1 ? 1) gp + q 1 + maxfhd; edg (14) (i) and (ii) will be achieved as here. (iii) will be seen to be true shortly. (iv) will be handled later, in Lemma 14.
Next, we describe the potential provided to the lazy trees and show how to include the lazy trees in the overall analysis. associated with the rotation, and the increase in the global rank of the accessed item is not charged. In addition, we are no longer seeking to provide a global potential to the accessed item, w. For w eventually acquires the global potential of the old root, x, of w's block, and x then acquires the sub or mini potential of w. More precisely, it will su ce, at each global node, y, on the access path, to provide 2gp jump(y) units of potential, taken from y's jump potential.
It remains to explain how Invariants 8 and 9 are restored following the rotation. We start Once a node on an access path, other than the top node, has been pseudo-traversed e 0 times, and hence carries spare potential s 0 (2 e 0 ?1 ? 1), when it is rotated o the access path it becomes a lazy node and is given q 1 units of potential, q 1 a constant to be speci ed. In addition, if both the nodes u and v in the couple are global, they swap their global potentials; the potential now carried by u, the node leaving the access path, is called its lazy potential.
Each couple pays for its rotation, spare rotations and associated segment charge, if any, by a charge of gp units to the spare potential of the node leaving the access path, instead of by the creation of debits. So it su ces to have s 0 (2 e 0 ?1 ? 1) gp + q 1 (9) When a rotation removes the top node of an access path it too becomes a lazy node; however it is given a 3 (c 0 ) + b 3 potential, where a 3 and b 3 are constants to be speci ed. So following the rst access of sequence S, the charge per access for the traversal of nodes on the inner skeleton of block B is bounded by s 0 2 e 0 ?1 + a 3 (c 0 ) + b 3 .
We note that a lazy node, on creation, carries no debit. For the rotation creating the lazy node is paid for by the gp charge to the node's spare potential (see Equation 9 ).
In fact, we provide another 2gp (log 2b + 1) units to the rst access of sequence S. This is used as follows. For each global node, u, remaining on an access path, as soon as u acquires a proper global descendant, v, on the access path, which has been pseudo-traversed e 0 times, we provide u a reserve potential, de ned as follows. De ne the marker rank for a global node, v, on the access path to be the global rank of the node following exactly e 0 pseudo-traversals. De ne the reserve rank for global node u to be: reserve rank(u) = marker rank(u) ? marker rank(v), and the reserve potential for u to be gp times its reserve rank. The role of the reserve potential will become clear later.
As in the analysis of a global access, the cost of the segment that involves an increase in Consider an access of sequence S; there are three possibilities. First, no node on either access path is traversed, in which case no cost is incurred for the traversal of the inner skeleton of superblock B. Second, the right access path (or rather a top portion of it) is traversed.
Third, a top portion of the left access path is traversed.
Our goal is to accumulate spares on the nodes of the access paths, so that following e 0 accesses we can assume that each node on the access paths, apart from the top node, has accumulated at least 2 e 0 ?1 ? 1 spares, e 0 a constant to be speci ed. We need to be careful, however; for higher portions of the access paths may have been traversed more frequently and so have accumulated more spares. We proceed as follows.
It is convenient to ensure that on each traversal, for each couple, its two nodes have been traversed the same number of times. This need not be true. So we introduce pseudo-traversals. Initially, each node on an access path has been pseudo-traversed zero times. Each time a node is traversed, its pseudo-traversal count is incremented, up to a maximum of e 0 pseudo-traversals. In addition, immediately prior to each access of sequence S, apart from the rst access, for each couple in the upcoming access, for each lower node in the couple, its pseudo-traversal count is increased to the count of the higher node. We note that the pseudo-traversal counts are non-decreasing from bottom to top of the access paths (for each time a node is traversed so are all its ancestors on its access path).
Immediately following the rst access in S, we provide each global node, v, on an access path with jump potential 2gp e 0 jump(v). Summing over the two access paths, we obtain a cost of 4 e 0 gp(log 2b + 1) units charged to the rst access of sequence S; the rst access itself costs a further 3gp(log 2b+1) units. As further traversals of the access paths occur, Invariants 8 and 9 below are maintained. ? 1) units after having been pseudo-traversed t e 0 times. Clearly the invariants are true following the rst access of sequence S.
First, we explain how to maintain the invariants following the increase in pseudo-traversal counts (immediately prior to an access). Clearly, Invariant 8 is una ected for the jump potentials can only decrease. To maintain Invariant 9, an additional spare potential of s 0 (2 q?1 ?2 p?1 ) is provided to a node whose pseudo-traversal count increases from p to q. This is a total of at most s 0 2 e 0 ?1 spare potential per access for the pseudo-traversal counts are non-decreasing along the access path (from bottom to top).
Next, we show how to pay for an access and how to restore Invariants 8 and 9 following the access. Consider one couple of this access, where the couple contains nodes u and v, and u is the parent of v. Further suppose that at least one of u and v is on the access path.
The rotation is paid for as in a global access, except that the jump potentials provide the additional potential needed to pay for the segment associated with a rotation which increases the global rank of the accessed item. There is one special case: if the rotation increases the visibility of the accessed item, then the increase in visibility is charged for the segment 
(assuming b i = 2 2 i which implies vis = log log n ). In Section 4, we show how to reduce the O( log log n] 2 ) term to O(1).
It is possible to have an access close to the previous access be in a di erent high level block (if both accesses are close to the boundary between the blocks). In Section 3.7, we will see how to reduce this excess cost and obtain an amortized time for the access proportional to the logarithm of the distance between successive accesses (plus the additional O(log log n (n)) term). For now, we focus on the cost of the access at a single level, i. To be speci c, we focus on the rotations during which the accessed item is on the inner (i + 1)-skeleton.
In the present analysis spare rotations will be spent in several ways. We spend the spare rotations in portions of size s 0 , s 0 a constant to be speci ed. Recall that s spares are provided per couple. As we will see in Section 4, it su ces to have s 3s 0 .
Forming Lazy Trees
As in the analysis of splay sorting log n-block sequences, we construct lazy trees. However, their form is more involved here. For each level of blocks a separate analysis is performed, as in the analysis of global accesses.
Here we focus on the traversal of the inner skeleton of superblock B, an (i+1)-block. For each item, the analysis of its traversal of the inner skeleton of superblock B is performed as part of the analysis of a maximal sequence S of accesses to the same block B 0 of superblock B.
We start with a few de nitions. Let b be the number of blocks in superblock B and let c 0 be the number of items in B. Following the rst access of S, we de ne the right access path as follows: Let right B denote the set of elements in superblock B to the right of block B 0 . Consider the tree induced by the nodes of right B; its left extreme path is the right access path (see Figure 5) . The left access path is de ned analogously. In the splay tree, an access path may comprise more than one contiguous segment of nodes. Note that as the accesses of sequence S proceed, the access paths become shorter. Lazy trees are formed from the nodes originally on the access paths. Remark 1 Later, the form of the blocks will be generalized to allow more complex situations involving local nodes. Speci cally, we will allow local nodes to carry other debits. For the above analysis to continue to apply, it will su ce that (i) If a local node on its block's right (resp. left) path carries a new debit then its parent and right child (resp. left child) are both local nodes of the block. (ii) A couple containing two local nodes must pay for the removal of all debits on the couple's nodes; the s + 1 rotations will be paid for as before.
Local Insertions
For each level i of blocks, the access sequence S is partitioned into maximal subsequences S l ; each subsequence comprises accesses in the same i-block. Recall that an (i + 1)-block contains b i+1 i-blocks and c i+1 items. We allocate amortized time O(log b i+1 + jS l j (c i+1 )) to pay for the cost of the sequence S l . Speci cally, the rst access to an i-block has amortized cost O(log b i+1 ) and subsequent accesses have amortized cost O(i + (c i+1 )). Note that an access occurs in vis sequences; thus the cost of an access comprises the sum of vis terms. So suppose for a path of length 2k + 2, k > 2, we have 2blog(2k + 3)c 2 + 2blog(k + 1)c, and for a path of length 2k + 3, k 2, we have 2blog(2k + 4)c 2 + 2blog(k + 2)c).
If only a portion of an unlabeled path is traversed then the path was accessed through an increase in the visibility of the accessed item. Consider an unlabeled path that is part of a left extreme path of its block (the case of a right extreme path is analogous). At most two unlabeled nodes need to be labeled to maintain Invariants 1 and 2, namely the new top of the unlabeled path and the old root of the block. This costs at most 2c units. This charge is levied once for each unit increase in visibility on the part of the accessed item. Over the whole access this is a cost of 2c vis units.
On taking equalities in
Lemma 11 A global access costs at most (3 P vis i=1 k i +1)gp+vp vis+2c vis+(ld+3sd) units, where sd = s + 1, gp; ld; c = 17(s + 1), vp = 30(s + 1), vis is the number of levels of blocks, and k i is the i-rank of nodes on an i+1)-extreme path. (Note P vis i=1 (k i +1) log n+3vis+1.)
Unfortunately, the potential, as described, may be of size (n log log n) initially. (For example, consider a zig-zag path descending from the root.) To reduce this to linear size, we modify the rules for creating unlabeled paths, and modify the analysis accordingly.
For each block, each of its extreme paths is partitioned into chains. A chain for block B, at level i, comprises a maximal sequence of nodes, v 1 ; v 2 ; ; v k , from B, such that the path P in the splay tree from v 1 to v k does not include any j-global node, j i. Each chain, C, is given a path potential of size 2cblog(jCj+1)c+c units and a reserve path potential of 2 2cblog jCjc.
The role of the reserve path potential will become clear in Section 4. In addition, each node adjacent on P to a node that is not part of the chain is given an additional zig-zag potential of c units; this potential is provided once, and not for each block to which the node belongs.
Lemma 12 The cost of the path and reserve path potentials is at most 3 P vis j=1 d n c j e4c blog c i c+ 3 P j i=1 4cblog c i c] + 2c (j + 1). This is bounded by 144c n if a j-block has size c j = 2 2 j+1 , for j 1 (with the possibility of one smaller block at each level j).
Proof. The path potential for each chain, apart from the bottommost chain on each extreme path, is charged to the j-global node terminating the chain at the bottom. The remaining at most two chains in each block are charged to the block itself. Each j-global node is charged for at most two chains on the extreme paths of i-blocks, for each i j. A chain of an i-block has length at most c i ? 1, so the path potential for an i-chain is at most 2cblog c i c + c. Hence the charge to a j-global node is bounded by P j i=1 12cblog c i c + 2c. Likewise, the charge to a j-block is bounded by 12cblog c j c + 2c. Summing over all j-global nodes, j-blocks, and all j, gives a total charge of P vis j=1 d n c j e12c blog c j c + P j i=1 blog c i c] + 2c (j + 1). For c i = 2 2 i+1 this is bounded by P vis i=1 d n c j e72c 2 j + 2c (j + 1) which is bounded by 72c (n + 2 log n) + c (vis + 1)(vis + 2) 144c n, assuming n 16 (vis = log log n). For n < 16, vis = 1, so it su ces to give potential c to each node on an extreme path of the splay tree for a total of cn potential.
It remains to explain how to modify the analysis. There are two ways a chain can be traversed: in its entirety or in part. We consider each in turn. If a chain is traversed in its entirety, following the traversal it forms a path for which the associated path potential is su cient to allow the previous analysis to be performed; indeed this path potential is too large by c units. These c units are used to label the old root of the block if the root of the block is Lemma 10 (i) For each segment in which the visibility of the accessed item is unchanged, Cost2 + Cost3 11sd.
(ii) For all other segments, cost2 + Cost3 7sd + maxf2sd; ldg Proof. Lemma 10(i) is proven in CMSS93], where it is Lemma 2. To prove (ii), we note that by Lemma 1, the truncated segment contributes at most 7sd to Cost2. By Lemma 7 it contributes nothing to Cost3. The removal of debits from the leading couple costs at most maxf2sd; ldg. Again, by Lemma 7 there is no contribution to Cost3.
In case A, the cost of the rotation is paid for either by the drop in global potential, which provides at least gp units, or, if there is an increase in global rank for the accessed item, by gp units of the at least 3gp units provided for this rotation. In case B there are at least three labeled staying local nodes; the middle node among these three labeled nodes is given a large debit, which pays for the rotation (note that the three labeled nodes need not be contiguous but they all lie on a contiguous path on the skeleton; the middle node obeys Invariant 4). In Case C, the cost of the rotation is charged to the new visibility level. (vp units are provided per level for a global access to pay for each instance of Case C.)
Thus it su ces to have:
gp; ld 6(s + 1) + 11sd
(5) vp 6(s + 1) + 7sd + maxf2sd; ldg (6) Recall that an i-superblock comprises b i+1 i-blocks; let k i+1 denote the i-rank for nodes on an (i + 1)-extreme path. Clearly, P vis i=1 k i log n + 2vis + 1; with b i = 2 2 i , we get P vis i=1 k i log n + vis + 1 2 log n. We use 3(k i+1 + 1)gp + vp units of potential to pay for rotations in which the accessed item traverses the inner skeleton of its i-superblock and for which, on completion, the accessed node has reached an extreme path of its i-superblock. 
units to pay for global accesses so far (see Equation 1 ). Now, we show how to pay for the incomplete segment, if present. We provide an additional gp units to pay for this segment; in addition, this term is used to pay for the incomplete rotation, if any; however, the additional gp term does not need to account for any increase in global rank, on the part of the accessed item, during the incomplete rotation, for this has already been accounted for. The result of Lemma 10 applies here too (in fact, a tighter bound can be shown). Here too, Equation 5 su ces.
We have yet to explain how to maintain the potential of an unlabeled path and the invariants concerning labels, Invariants 1 and 2. If a maximal unlabeled path is traversed in its entirety and in addition the child, on the extreme path, of this unlabeled path, is also traversed, then the two old endpoints of the path are labeled (or rather, if an old endpoint is in a couple with another unlabeled node, then the new endpoint is given the label) and the remainder of the path is essentially halved in length; the su ciency of the potential is readily veri ed (for a path of length at most 4, the potential su ces to label each node on the path; So we proceed in the same way in this case. If neither node is i-labeled then they do not carry debits. So it su ces that: c maxf2sd; ldg (3) Case 1.2. j < k. Then u and v are in the same k-block, but are in distinct (k ? 1)-blocks.
Here, v remains k-global and u j-global. u is given a small k-debit; again, as u is now a k-local node on an inner k-skeleton, Invariant 3 is satis ed. Again, by Lemma 2 and Corollary 1, Invariants 5 and 6 continue to hold. Here too, Equation 2 su ces. The removal of debits is handled as in the previous case. Case 1.3. j = k. The j-rank of u decreases, and this pays for the removal of small or large debits from u and v, and of up to two small debits from nodes which now violate Invariants 5 and 6. So it su ces that gp maxf2sd; ldg + 2sd (4) Case 2 (Type 1.) u is i-global and v is j-global, j < i (see Figure 1) . This is similar to Case 1.1, above. However, here v cannot have a debit before the rotation, by Invariant 5, since g rank(u) = g rank(v) (this follows from the fact that the global rank of the accessed item does not change). Here u is given a small i-debit, for it remains on the inner i-skeleton. Note that following the rotation, g rank(u) < g rank(v). Invariants 3, 5 and 6 continue to hold.
Case 3 (Type 2.) v is i-global and u is j-global, j < i (see Figure 2) . This is similar to Case 1.2, above. But here, u does not have a small debit by assumption (since the couple was marked). It is given a small debit following the rotation. As before, Invariants 3, 5 and 6 continue to hold.
The remaining rotations are paid for by the rst couple in the segment, which was removed in truncating the segment and which causes a violation of at least one of the conditions (i)-(v), except in the case of an incomplete topmost segment, which is handled subsequently. The rotation involving the rst couple falls into at least one of the following cases.
Case A. The rotation reduces the total global potential of the nodes in the rst couple, or it increases the global rank of the accessed node.
Case B. The rotations along the segment creates a sequence of three contiguous local nodes from the same block.
Case C. The rotation increases the visibility of the accessed item.
Each case involves three costs.
Cost1. The rotation and spares for each unmarked couple, including the leading couple: 6(s + 1).
Cost2. Removal of small debits from the unmarked couples; Cost2 is analyzed below. Cost3. Removal of small debits for local nodes that now violate Invariant 5 or 6; Cost3 is analyzed below.
We remind the reader that we remove all debits from the traversed nodes (though we may add new debits).
In the analysis of global accesses, whenever a rotation is performed (and paid for) another s spare rotations are also paid for, s a constant to be speci ed later. The spare rotations are needed subsequently, to handle the e ects of local accesses.
In order to pay for the rotations we provide the following potential. In each rotation, for each unit increase in rank on the part of the accessed item, w, we provide 3gp units of potential. It is used as follows. Consider a rotation involving couple u; v, where u is the parent of v. Suppose that w is currently the root of its block. Suppose that this rotation increases the global rank of w by I. Each of w and v (if global and in the same superblock as w) may increase their global potentials by up to gp I units; this is a total of at most 2gp I units of potential. If I > 0, the remaining at least gp units of potential at hand will pay for the segment that ends at couple u; v (as we will see, gp units always su ce). When w becomes the root of its superblock it interchanges potentials with the old root of the superblock (it may be that in one double rotation w in turn swaps potentials with v and then with u). Further potential will also be provided; a total of gp + vis vp + (ld + 3sd) units, vp being a constant to be speci ed (the role of the latter potential will become clear towards the end of this section). Next, we show how to pay for the rotations (and associated spares) along a segment. First, each marked couple pays for its rotation (and spares), as follows. Recall that the marked couples are all involved in zig-zig rotations.
Case 1 (Type 3.) The coupled nodes are both local nodes in the same i-block (see Figure 4) . Nodes u and v are on the inner skeleton in the same block; without loss of generality, v is the left child of u, and w, the node being accessed, is the left child of v. Node u is j-global and node v is k-global, j; k < i. There are several subcases depending on the relative values of j and k. exchange potentials. Since v is adjacent to a j-global node it must be h-labeled, for k < h j; it transfers the h-labels and associated potentials to node u. u is given a small j-debit; as it is now a j-local node on an inner j-skeleton, this obeys Invariant 3. By Lemma 2 and Corollary 1, Invariants 5 and 6 continue to hold. The small debit pays for the rotation and s spares.
Thus it su ces that: sd s + 1 (2) Next, we remove the debits present at u and v, if any. If both nodes are i-labeled, then u spends its associated potential c; this pays for the removal of debits from both nodes. If only one node is i-labeled, as we show later, the traversal of a portion, or all, of the i-unlabeled path associated with the i-unlabeled node results in the i-labeling of that i-unlabeled node. Proof. In a zig-zag rotation the new abutting paths are all touched.
If v acquires a new dirty abutting path, v is a true j-global node both before and after the rotation. Also, for u to be in v's new abutting path, u must be in the same (j ? 1)-block as v; but then v was not a true j-global node before the rotation. So v does not have a new dirty untouched abutting path.
If u acquires a new dirty abutting path, u is a true j-global node both before and after the rotation. Again, if v is in the same (j ? 1)-block as u, u is not a true j-global node after the rotation. So v is in a distinct (j ? 1)-block. Suppose that u is on the inner i-skeleton before the rotation, where i j. If i > j, by Lemma 5, u is on the inner j-skeleton after the rotation, and so v must be in the same j-block as u. While if i = j, as u was on the inner i-skeleton before the rotation, v must be in the same i-block as u.
Lemma 7 Let u be a node on the access path. If u acquires a dirty abutting path then u is in the leading couple of its segment. In addition, the visibility of w, the accessed item, is unchanged following the rotation involving u.
Proof. Let w denote the accessed item. If condition (ii)a of Corollary 1 applies, then clearly u is in the leading couple. So suppose that condition (ii)b applies. Consider Lemma 6; let v be the other node in u's couple (v is u's child). v is in the same j-block as u but in a distinct (j ?1)-block. Also, the rotation involving u and v is zig-zig. There are two possibilities. First, v is j-global; then the rotation must reduce u's j-global rank or increase w's j-global rank; in either event u is in the leading couple. Second, v is not j-global; in order for v to be in a distinct (j ? 1)-block from u, w cannot be on the inner skeleton of B, u's j-block. So this rotation raises w's visibility, violating condition (i) of the de nition of a truncated segment; again, u must be in the leading couple. Finally, suppose w's visibility increases due to the rotation involving u. Then, u becomes a true k-global node, k < j, after the rotation; by Lemma 5, u does not acquire any dirty abutting paths.
Lemma 8 Invariant 7 remains true throughout the access. Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that the traversed nodes have no debits following their traversal. Thus w's children do not carry debits (the node x of Invariant 7). Consider node y; this node changes only when the new node x has a larger visibility than the old node x; but then the new node y is the new node x.
Lemma 9 Following the access, the accessed item's abutting paths are clean. Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2, for the accessed item is not on the inner skeleton of any of its blocks.
Proof. By de nition, P is on the inner skeleton. By construction, every node on an extreme path of a block has larger global rank than any node on the inner skeleton. So for P to be dirty, u must be on the inner skeleton of its block.
Lemma 3 Let u be a node on the access path. Suppose that before the rotation involving u, u was j-global and that after the rotation it is k-global, k > j. Then, after the rotation, u's abutting paths are clean.
Proof. We note this must be a zig-zig rotation and u must be the lower node in the couple.
So of the at most two abutting paths u acquires, one is touched; the untouched one, if present, had been an abutting path for its parent, t (t and u are in the same couple). The only node added to this abutting path is t, which by assumption carries no debit. u acquires t's k-global rank and so the untouched abutting path remains clean.
Lemma 4 Let u be a node on the access path. Suppose that before the rotation involving u, u was j-global and that after the rotation it is k-global, k < j. Then, after the rotation, u's abutting paths are clean.
Proof. u remains on the j-skeleton and hence is not on the inner k-skeleton. The result follows from Lemma 2.
Lemma 5 Let u be a node on the access path. Suppose that both before and after the rotation u is a true j-global node. Further suppose that u is on the inner i-skeleton before the rotation, where i > j. Then either (i) u is on the inner j-skeleton after the rotation; then u's j-rank decreases.
(ii) u is not on the inner j-skeleton after the rotation; then u has no dirty abutting paths.
Proof. The conclusion of (i) follows from the de nition of the j-ranks. The conclusion of (ii)
follows from Lemma 2.
Corollary 1 Let u be a node on the access path. Following the rotation, u can have a dirty abutting path only if:
(i) u was a true j-global node both before and after the rotation; also, u is on the inner skeleton of its j-block after the rotation. And, Suppose that x is on the inner skeleton of its superblock. Let P be the maximal portion of the extreme left (resp. right) path in x's block descending from x, contiguous in the splay tree. Let y be the bottom node on P (x is the top node). Then neither x nor y carry any debits. w does not carry a debit either.
To initialize Invariant 7 at the start of the access may require the removal of up to ve small debits or up to one large debit and three small debits; this costs at most maxfld + 3sd; 5sdg
(1)
As we will see, the access will remove the debits from all the traversed nodes (though it may also cause large debits to be placed on some of the traversed nodes).
To understand the cost of individual rotations is is helpful to consider when abutting paths a ect Invariants 5 and 6. We de ne an untouched abutting path to be one whose top node is not traversed in the current access and whose top node was not a child of the accessed item at the start of the access; any other abutting path is said to be touched. We de ne an abutting path to be clean if it obeys Invariants 5 and 6 with respect to its parent, and to be dirty otherwise. Because of Invariant 7, a node that receives a touched abutting path receives a clean abutting path.
Lemma 2 Let u be a true global node. Let P be an abutting path. If P is dirty, u must be on the inner skeleton of its block.
(ii) The node being accessed has the same global rank throughout the rotations involving the truncated segment. (iii) For each couple, the rotation does not change the total global potentials. (iv) (This is implied by (ii) and (iii).) Each couple in the truncated segment includes at least one local node (i.e., it does not comprise two global nodes). (v) De ne a node to be staying if it is involved in a zig-zag rotation or it is the lower node in a couple. (Intuitively, the staying nodes are those that remain on one of the traversed paths following the splay. Note that the splay, in general, creates two traversed paths.) For each block there are at most two labeled staying local nodes in the truncated segment, following its traversal.
The topmost segment is said to be incomplete if it satis es conditions (i)-(v) prior to truncation. We consider an incomplete segment to comprise a (trivially) truncated segment. We can now prove a bound on the length of a truncated segment.
Lemma 1 (See CMSS93], Lemma 1.) A truncated segment comprises at most 10 unmarked nodes, of which at most 7 are local.
Over the course of the access we maintain the following invariant.
to each level of block to which the node belongs. For each maximal path P of unlabeled nodes, the following invariant is maintained.
Invariant 1 Let P be a maximal path of unlabeled local nodes on an extreme path of one block.
Suppose that the nodes of P are contiguous in the splay tree. Then P has an associated path potential of 2cblog(jPj + 1)c units.
Each of the terms just de ned, if pre xed by i will refer to a block at level i; alternatively we may use the pre ces "super," \sub" and \mini" to refer to the terms associated with superblocks, subblocks and miniblocks. Implicitly, in the discussion that follows, all references are with respect to a xed superblock at level i + 1.
A labeled node on the inner skeleton may carry a small or large debit. Small and large debits, are worth sd and ld units, respectively, sd and ld constants to be speci ed later. The following invariants apply to the labels and debits.
Invariant 2 An unlabeled local node is always adjacent, in the splay tree, to two other local nodes which are on the skeleton and in the same block.
Invariant 3 Only a labeled local node on the inner skeleton can have a debit. Invariant 4 Let v be a local node and let v belong to block B. Suppose that in the splay tree, v is the left (resp. right) child of its parent u. v can have a large debit only if (i) u is a local node in block B.
(ii) v has a left (resp. right) child w in the splay tree which is a local node and in block B. Invariant 6 Let u be the root of block B. Let P be a path abutting u, if any. Let w be the bottom node on P. w can have a small debit only if g rank(w) < g rank(u).
To avoid special cases it is convenient to rede ne the access path for an access to exclude the splay tree root r in the event that r is involved in an incomplete rotation. Now consider a rotation performed during the splay along the access path. Of the three nodes involved in the rotation, the top two are called the coupled nodes of the rotation, or a couple for short. The analysis focuses on the coupled nodes in a rotation.
For the purposes of the analysis the access path is partitioned into segments. Each segment comprises an even number of nodes, every two nodes on the path forming the coupled nodes of a rotation of the present splay operation. The segments are created by a traversal of the access path from bottom to top; each segment is chosen to have the maximum length such that following the removal of its front (top) two nodes, the (truncated) segment satis es the following conditions:
(i) The nodes on the truncated segment all belong to the inner skeleton of one superblock; in addition, the accessed item is part of the inner skeleton of this superblock immediately prior to the traversal of the current segment.
The Block Structure and Global Accesses
Before embarking on the analysis of global accesses, we provide some de nitions which will be needed throughout the paper. Let S be a non-empty contiguous subset of the items in the splay tree. We de ne the tree, T S , induced by S, as follows. let u and v be, respectively, the leftmost and rightmost items in S. The root, r, of T S , is the least common ancestor of u and v in the splay tree; note that r is a node of S. The left (resp. right) subtree of r is the tree induced by the set of items in S to the left (resp. right) of r, if non-empty; otherwise the subtree is empty. A node u is a left descendant of v if it is in v's left subtree or is v itself; we also say that v is a right ancestor of u. Right descendants and left ancestors are de ned analogously. The right (resp. left) extreme path of a tree is the path from the root to the rightmost (resp. leftmost) item in the tree, excluding the root itself. The access path for an access comprises the traversed nodes other than the accessed node itself.
Next, we de ne blocks at levels i, i-blocks, for i = 1; 2; . A 0-block comprises 1 item; a 1-block comprises c 1 items; an i-block comprises b i (i ? 1)-blocks, for i > 1; c i is the number of items in an i-block, for i 1. For much of the paper, we choose b i = 2 2 i , c i = b i+1 , for i 1. For each i 1, we allow the rightmost i-block to be undersize. At the topmost level, level vis, the tree comprises a single block. Henceforth, to simplify the discussion, we refer to an i-block as the block, an (i + 1)-block as a superblock, an (i ? 1)-block as a subblock, and a j-block, j < i ? 1, as a miniblock. Where confusion may arise, we will revert to using indices.
We make a number of de nitions with respect to the superblocks. The superblock tree for superblock B is the tree induced by the items in B. The root of the superblock tree for a superblock is called the superblock root. The block tree and block root for block B are de ned analogously. Henceforth, when a node is identi ed as a block root, it is implicitly assumed not to be a superblock root. The block roots in the superblock and the superblock root itself are called global nodes; a global node other than the superblock root is called a true global node. All other nodes in the superblock are called local nodes. The skeleton of a superblock comprises the nodes on the extreme paths of its blocks. The inner skeleton of a superblock comprises the nodes on the skeleton other than nodes on an extreme path of the superblock.
A node has visibility i if it belongs to the inner skeleton of an i-superblock. A node on an external path of the vis-block has visibility vis.
Let P be a maximal contiguous path in the splay tree which is a portion of an extreme path for u's block, where u is the root of the block. If P is on the inner skeleton of u's superblock and if the top node on P is a child of u in the splay tree, then P is said to abut u. The right (resp. left) abtuting path for u is the path to the right (resp. left) of u that abuts u, if any. Also, u is called the parent of P.
The nodes in each superblock are given centroid ranks, called the global ranks, or g ranks for short, using the following weighting. Let K = 2 log b i+1 , for i > 0, and K = 2 log c 1 , for i = 0. The root is given weight ?K, each true global node is given weight one, and each local node is given weight zero. The rank of v is given by blog wt(subtree rooted at v)c, where we de ne log 0 = ?1. The two extreme nodes in the superblock are given additional weight K.
We note that on an extreme path of a superblock tree, each node has the same global rank; also, this global rank is larger than that of any node on the inner skeleton. Each true global node is given a potential, called its global potential, equal in units to gp times its global rank, gp a constant to be speci ed later.
Each local node on the skeleton is either labeled or unlabeled. Each labeled node has potential c, c a constant to be de ned later. The labels and potentials are de ned with respect The key contribution of the Part I paper was the notion of lazy potentials and their analysis. This notion can be viewed as a tool for designing potential functions. The lazy potential is a re nement of an initial potential function that avoids waste when potentials decrease. (For an example of waste, consider the following splay tree analyzed using the centroid potential.
The tree is a path of n nodes, each of unit weight. The last node on the path is accessed. The resulting splay will have a real cost of (n), but will reduce the potential by (n log n). The desired amortized cost of this operation is O(log n), so essentially all the reduction in potential is wasted.) The idea of the lazy potential is to keep an old potential, old , in situations in which the creation of a new (larger) potential, new , may be followed by a return to the old potential, with essentially new ? old potential being wasted. Not surprisingly, some care is needed in choosing which operations to treat as`lazy'. In the Part I paper, collections of nodes all having lazy potentials formed lazy trees. The nodes in a lazy tree had originally been contiguous nodes on a left (or right) path. The lazy potentials were the \correct" potentials with respect to that original path. The key to the analysis was to provide additional potentials to the nodes of the lazy tree to pay for rotations that restored them towards their original left (or right) path con guration. As it happened these potentials were linear in the size of the lazy tree and could be provided when the lazy tree was being created.
The lazy potential used here is similar to that used in the Part I paper. But, by contrast with the Part I paper, the additional potentials provided to the lazy trees may be superlinear in the size of the lazy tree. However, whenever we need to provide a superlinear potential it is superlinear by only an inverse Ackerman function and again we are able to provide this superlinear potential as the lazy trees are being created (the proof of the superlinear bound relies on the analysis of cascades provided by Sundar Su89]). At this point it is convenient to de ne the version of the inverse Ackerman function, , used in this paper. De ne:
A 0 (j) = 2j for all j 1 A 1 (j) = 2 j for all j 1 A i (j) = ( A i?1 (2) if i 2 and j = 1 A i?1 (A i (j ? 1)) if i 2 and j 2 (n) = minfk 1jA k (1) ng for all n 1
The other main feature of our analysis is a hierarchical partitioning of the items into blocks. A block comprises a contiguous set of items in the splay tree. The lowest level blocks, 0-blocks, are at level 0; successively higher levels of blocks are termed 1-blocks, 2-blocks, . A separate potential function is associated with each block. The accesses are divided into sequences with respect to each level of blocks. A sequence, S i , comprises a maximal series of successive accesses all to the same i-block. Let vis be the highest level of blocks; in fact, there is only one vis-block, which comprises the whole splay tree. We call the rst access of each sequence S vis?1 , a global access. Subsequent accesses of S vis?1 are called local accesses. We will prove an O(log n) bound on the amortized cost of global accesses and appropriately smaller bounds on the cost of local accesses.
In Section 2, we analyze the global accesses. In Section 3, we introduce and analyze the local accesses. We show a bound of O(log(d + 1) + (log log n)
2 ) on the cost of a local access, where d is the distance, in items, between the current accessed item and the previously accessed item. In Section 4, this bound is tightened to obtain the desired O(log(d + 1)) bound. The additional (log log n) 2 term arises because of the interaction between the di erent levels of blocks, as we will see later.
Sundar Su89] considered various classes of rotations on binary trees. Before discussing these we need some terminology. A right rotation is a rotation between a node u and its left child v. A k-right cascade comprises a sequence of k right rotations on the following path: the path is a descending sequence of 2k nodes, v 1 ; v 2 ; ; v 2k , where v i+1 is the left child of v i , for 1 i < 2k; the rotations are between nodes v 2i?1 and v 2i for 1 i k. Sundar Su89] shows the following bound on the maximum number of k-cascades in a sequence of right rotations on an n-node binary tree: (n k=2 (n)), where k is the inverse of the kth level of the Ackerman hierarchy; in particular, for k = 2 (n), where is the inverse Ackerman function, this is a (n) bound. Our result will make use of this bound. Sundar uses this bound to obtain results concerning the Deque Conjecture; formulated by Tarjan T85], it states that if a splay tree is used to implement a deque, in the natural way, then a sequence of m operations on a deque, initially of n items, take time O(m + n); Sundar proved a bound of O((m + n) (m + n)).
In this paper, we prove a generalized form of the Dynamic Finger Conjecture, which includes inserts and deletes as well as searches among possible accesses (which is implicit in the above formulation of the conjecture). We note that our implementation of the delete operation is not the one described by Sleator and Tarjan Dynamic Finger Conjecture. The total time to perform m accesses on an arbitrary splay tree, initially of size n, is O(m + n + P m j=1 log(d j + 1)), where, for 1 i m, the jth and (j ?1)th accesses are performed on items whose ranks di er by d j (ranks among the items stored in the splay tree). For j = 0, the jth item is interpreted to be the item originally at the root of the splay tree. Comment: The +1 in the log term is present to avoid problems with log 1 and log 0. To measure the rank di erence for an item deleted or inserted on the previous or the current operation, respectively, simply consider the immediate predecessor or successor of the item at the time of the deletion or insertion.
In the Part I paper a special case of Splay Sorting was examined. Splay Sorting is closely related to the Dynamic Finger Conjecture. It is de ned as follows. Consider sorting a sequence of n items by inserting them, one by one, into an initially empty splay tree; following the insertions, an inorder traversal of the splay tree yields the sorted order. This is called Splay Sorting. A corollary of the Dynamic Finger Conjecture is the: Splay Sort Conjecture. Let S be sequence of n items. Suppose the ith item in S is distance I i in sorted order from the i ? 1th item in S, for i > 1. Then Splay Sort takes time O(n + P n i=2 log(I i + 1)).
Incidentally, an interesting corollary of the Splay Sort Conjecture is the:
Splay Sort Inversion Conjecture. Let S be sequence of n items. Suppose the ith item in S has I i inversions in S (counting inversions both to left and right). Then Splay Sort takes time O(n + P n i=1 log(I i + 1)).
In the Part I paper we proved the Splay Sort Conjecture for the following type of sequence.
Suppose the sorted set of n items is partitioned into subsets of log n contiguous items, called blocks. Consider an arbitrary sequence in which the items in each block are contiguous and in sorted order. We call such a sequence a log n-block sequence. We showed an O(n) bound for Splay Sorting a log n-block sequence.
Henceforth, we refer to the rotation, single or double, performed by the splay step as a rotation of the access or splay operation. A rotation is the basic step for our analysis; the cost of one rotation is termed a unit; clearly, this is a constant.
Sleator and Tarjan use the following centroid potential to analyze the amortized performance of a splay operation (our terminology). Node x is given weight, wt(x), equal to the number of nodes in its subtree; they de ne the centroid rank of x, or simply the rank of x to be rank(x) = blog wt(x)c (our terminology). Each node is given a centroid potential equal, in units, to its centroid rank. Let denote the increase in centroid rank from x to g, if g is present; otherwise it denotes the increase in centroid rank from x to p. Sleator and Tarjan showed that the amortized cost of the splay step if g is present is at most 3 units, while if g is not present the cost is at most + 1 units. Since the total increase in rank for the complete access is bounded by log n, the amortized cost of an access is at most 3 log n + 1 units. More generally, this analysis can be applied to weighted trees, in exactly the same way. We call this the centroid potential analysis. We now list the conjectures formulated by Sleator and Tarjan.
Dynamic Optimality Conjecture. Consider any sequence of successful accesses on an n-node binary search tree. Let A be any algorithm that carries out each access by traversing the path from the root to the node containing the accessed item, at a cost of one plus the depth of the node containing the item, and that between accesses performs an arbitrary number of rotations anywhere in the tree, at a cost of one per rotation. Then the total time to perform all the accesses by splaying is no more than O(n) plus a constant times the time required by algorithm A.
Dynamic Finger Conjecture. The total time to perform m accesses on an arbitrary n-node splay tree is O(m + n + P m j=1 log(d j + 1)), where, for 1 i m, the jth and (j ? 1)th accesses are performed on items whose ranks di er by d j (ranks among the items stored in the splay tree). For j = 0, the jth item is interpreted to be the item originally at the root of the splay tree.
Traversal Conjecture. Let T 1 and T 2 be any two n-node binary search trees containing exactly the same items. Suppose we access the items in T 1 one after another using splaying, accessing them in the order they appear in T 2 in preorder (the item in the root of T 2 rst, followed by the items in the left subtree of T 2 in preorder, followed by items in the right subtree of T 2 in preorder). Then the total access time is O(n).
Sleator and Tarjan state that the Dynamic Optimality Conjecture implies the other two conjectures (the proof is non-trivial).
There have been several works on, or related to, the optimality of splay trees STT86], W86,T85,Su89,Luc88a,Luc88b]. STT86] showed that the rotation distance between any two binary search trees is at most 2n ? 6 and that this bound is tight; they also related this to distinct triangulations of polygons; although connected to the splay tree conjectures, this result has no immediate application to them. W86] provided two methods for obtaining lower bounds on the time for sequences of accesses to a binary search tree; while some speci c tight bounds were obtained (such as accessing the bit reversal permutation takes time (n log n)) no general results related to the above conjectures follow. T85] proved the Scanning Theorem, a special case of the Traversal Conjecture (also a special case of the Dynamic Finger Conjecture): accessing the items of an arbitrary splay tree, one by one, in symmetric order, takes time O(n). 
Abstract
The following result is shown: On an n-node splay tree, the amortized cost of an access at distance d from the preceding access is O(log(d + 1)). In addition, there is an O(n) initialization cost. The accesses include searches, insertions and deletions.
Introduction
The reader is advised that this paper quotes results from the companion Part I paper CMSS93]; in addition, the Part I paper introduces a number of the techniques used here, but in a somewhat less involved way. The splay tree is a self-adjusting binary search tree devised by Sleator and Tarjan ST85]. They showed that it is competitive with many of the balanced search tree schemes for maintaining a dictionary. Speci cally, Sleator and Tarjan showed that a sequence of m accesses performed on a splay tree takes time O(m log n), where n is the maximum size attained by the tree (n m). They also showed that in an amortized sense, up to a constant factor, on su ciently long sequences of searches, the splay tree has as good a running time as the optimal weighted binary search tree. In addition, they conjectured that its performance is, in fact, essentially as good as that of any search tree. Before discussing these conjectures it will be helpful to review the operation of the splay tree and the analysis of its performance. The basic operation performed by the splay tree is the operation splay(x) applied to an item x in the splay tree. splay(x) repeats the following step until x becomes the root of the tree.
Splay step.
Let p and g be respectively the parent and grandparent (if any) of x. Case 1. p is the root: Make x the new root by rotating edge (x; p). Case 2 { the zig-zag case. p is the left child of g and x is the right child of p, or vice-versa: Rotate edge (x; p), making g the new parent of x; rotate edge (x; g).
Case 3 { the zig-zig case. Both x and p are left children, or both are right children:
Rotate edge (p; g); rotate edge (x; p).
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